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Abstract

Human instinct is very compler- Underslanding this instincl requires stronq dimensional analysis of discourse knowledge. Computer

syslems are now beang trained to recognize how lhangs work an a real-time environment for anlelligert analysis. This anempt, although

very advanced, has one llmitation. There is an intelligence gap lhat puts humans one step ahead ot machines The fuuzy logic system

can be used to make a machine better understand this intelligence gap. ln other words, fuzzy logic is a co.nputer ar{elligerce technique

thal makes a computer understand and think like humans. Ihe fuzzy logic systern is now attractihg scientists. and engineers around the

wodd as it can tackle previously unsolved probhms by irtegraling its capabililies with soft comMing techniques such as neurological

and chaos computing, genetic alqorilhms, probability calculus, and immune networks. improved knowledge-based technology o. expert

system, but also mainly the granularily of intelligence has changed. With the help oI lhe 1uz4 logic system, household appliaoce

manufaclurers today, for example, embed lnlelllgence in certain products. The application of a fuzzy logic syslem also iransfomed
industrial process co rol and enabled different approaches to product development. The fuzzy logic system has appeared mainly in

Ame.ica and Europe, with Japanese companies spearheading the commercialization ofthe technology. The aim of this study is twofold:

first, to undersland lhe fuzzy logic system for effective decision{Baking, and second, to demonstrate the existence ol this lmelligence

gap through real-time examples. The eramples are carefully chosen to illustrate and demonslrate the applicatiors of the fuzzy logic

syslem to any,eader

Referenees

Keyurords

Fttzzy Loglc, Fuzzy Lq:E Techno,ogy, Fuzzy Logk g6te,n, Fuzy Sets
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RDNN for classification and prediction of Rock/Mine in underwater
acoustics

Jetty Bangaru Siddhartha a*, T. Jaya', V. Rajendran'

'D.partm.n. oI ECE, vels ,,lJtunn ol S.En e, Technolos,)t e Advone?d 9ldns UlsItS) OEnnai-crnt 17,IaBitnod . tadio

ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT

Avdlible oolin. )o(xx
The detection ofminerrls (mines) or rmk would have been extremely difficult without the expansion ol
th. sound Navigation P.anging m€thodology, which uscs sp€cific param€ters to determine ifa batrier or a

sudace is a mine or rock. Hence. thii proposed work i,s tolr(enred with the progression of distinctiv€
among met l cylinder which is named as mines and cylindric.l shape m.tenal which is named is rocks
uring decp haming b$ed algorithms. Mor€over, lhis work inrroduced novel techtique .J Rock or mine
Defedion Neoral Network for performint rocl/mine prediction and (lassificatron in underwater ecous-
tias. The proposed RDNN method outperfoms the outcomes by attainint high iccuraq, as 92.85: m€an
a(curacy that makes bettd model performanc€.

o 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsrbility of the scientifi( committee of the Internatronal Confer-
ence on Nano€ledronics, N.nophotonics, Nanomateri.ls, Nanobioscicnc€ & Nenolechnology-

soutrd N.v'8.non R.ngroS(soN R)
Ro*/min€

clasirficarion

1. Ifltroduction

One ofthe major difficult task in sonar targets are classification
of substaltial properties io underwat$ acoustics sona. objects
such as mine like objects. rocks etc. By Jetty jl I applied various
machine learning algorithms for identifying rock/mines and die
tinguishing the same from underground data ofunnrinned vehicle,
Here the Deural network are hained to distinguish the sonar
based datasets into metal like mine, or rock of comparable 5ize.
Khatik et al. i:! proposed generic rock mass rating for categorizing
rocks using irtificial neural network. Venkatrrrman Padmaja et al.
il; Machine learninS techniqucs such as KNN, decision tree, and
gradient booster, as well as SVM techniques, were used to separate
the objects, su(h as rock or mine, in order to obtain high resolution
images. Usint a feature set end a cr.dient Boosting clessine.. this
model achieves an accuracy of roughly 902. Flg I demonstrates
finding abnormalities such as rock which is classified from mine
Iike obje(ts in underwater a.oustias system.

But, this paper focused on performing extra investigation in
sonar dataset for detection and distinguishing the rock or mines
Iike materi.ls in undelwater acoustics using deep leaming based
neural netvvork approach lt2.l_"i|. Moreover. comparison of net_

work distinguishing performance of existing deep leaming models
along with our proposed neural network bascd layers by evaluat-
ing accuracy and loss measures as metrics evaluafion.

2. Relatcd work

Ravi et .1. igl inkoduced Online Multiple Kemel Leaming
(oMKL) is a combination of neural networks and online leaming
that tries to build a kernel-based predictioD fundion ftoDr a pool
ofpredefined kemels. Here, SVM and NN alSorithms were applied
to distinguish sonar data. Hassan et al. ini utilize PCA.nd stan-
dalone architecture to integrate Back kopagation Neural Network
for the categorization of two datasets (sonar alrd ionosphere data-
sets) in bagging ensemble architecture- Lee et al. i20i Due to the
high density of6ne floats or aquatic microorganisms, water bodies
fiequently show a serious reduction in visibility. Shin et el. {j I i
Because optical images htve limitations. imJging sonar has
become a generally accepted option for obtaining accurate mea-
surements regardless of the turbidity of the water. Sejin tee et al.
Il2i introduced image synthesizing method to capture sonar
images using underwater simulator. Fenglei Han et al. il3l focused
on real time underwater object defection and as well as classinca-
tion using deep leaming bised CNN approach to attain underwater
working operation. Simon Fong et al- .6; applied incremental data

+ Co.r6Fndhr .Utrcr.
E-,lto-l oddrln6 j qdtuttl._bnEnu{llurinr (t"B. Sddt rd,.} irr. e(€vt}

,uc,rvr.B (I. J.v.I dJrc6.rsrgr!r5llqe-.c!, (v. Irjddnn}
streem mtning methodology with conflict analysis approa
underwatel sonal signal detection to examine the efficiency.
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Fi!: r. Abnomality detcdron in uMcrwat€r acousatcs.

gyu Xic et al. i l6l focused on predicting the ro(k size while blastilg
mine with greater accuracy and attained high consistency using
aftificial intelligence approath. Babaeian et al. I2(l utilized regres-
sron model for nnding the rock size as well as explained its domi-
nance- Ding et al. i25l applied stochastic gradtent boosting
algoritlm to categorize the stability of pillar io underwater mines.
Ebrahimi et al. i26i developed Artificial Neural Network and Bee

colony algorithm to offer suitable rock destruction for echieving
higlrer accuracy using RtvlSE nletric evaluation. Zhang et al. i?71
preseBted an ANN based detectio[ algorithm for an UAV
(Unmanned Aeial Vehicle) based on slope and skelyness of
received signals in terms of error rate. Hao Yue et al. ll8l, Guojian
Cheng et al. : l:lunderwater aroustics sonar targets were classi6ed
using deep leaming based cNN appro.ch attains 94.8x accuracy. G.

Huo et al. i26i integration of both semi-synthetic data generation
as well as deep learning b.sed transfer learning .pproach provides
more acorracy irr categorizing underwater objects. Jongkwon choi
et al. i12l ut,lized machinc leaming .lgorithms such as random
forest, CNN. SVM, feed foruard neural network for categorizing
surface or underwater ecoustics in ocean via low frequency acous-
tic data. Nikitha et al. i29i and Harvinder Singh et al. ll I I devel-
oped machine leamin8 algorithms for distinguishing rocks or
mines in underwater usinS hiShly spetial dataset. Mukherjee
et al. illl introduced pattem analysis algorithm which constructs
both symbolic dynamic and finite automata theory fo. finding
mine like objects in underwater acoustics surroundings. Bradley
Efion et al. i itli explained how the L\R model werc derived the
properties that constrains the sum ofthe absolute regression coef-
ficients. Abhishek et al. liol utilized Fast Region CNN .pproach to
categorize the underwater obtects as rocks or mines. Ritwick
Ghosh et al. iii determined that machine learning techniques
and neural network .lgorithms by Abdul-Qader et .1. I I ll support
vector m.chine elgorithm by Jade et al. ic!. deep learning b$ed
network 15.81 attained better outcomes in clissifying rocks or
mines usint sonar dataset. Dhiraj Neupane et al. i-11i and Bouzer-
doum et al. ll.li studied deep leaminS based approaches and
machine leaminS algorithms by DaheeJung et al. li i I for detectinS
sonar minc objeqts using sonar images.

3. Proposed worknow

The proposed workllow describes the classifcition of rock or
miDe in underwater acoustics throuSh sonar technology.

Step l: Gathering dataset from the specified repository espe-

cially SONAR datasel
step 2: Loading the dataset for training phase.

Step l: Apply feature extraction technique to extract the rele-
vant features r€lated with solar datasel.

Step 4: Create RDNN alSorithm for predicting and categorizinS
the sonar dataset a5 normal (mine) and abnormal (rock) in under-
water acouStics.

Step 5: Compute the central measures teldency for mean and

st.ndard devi.tion-
Step 6: splitting the dataset as training and testing with 70X.

30X respectivrly
step 7: calculate metrics such as accrlraqr, los5, accuracy based

on validation and validation loss for evaluating the overall perfor-
mance of the model.

4. D.taset cxplanation

The ditaset which were utilized in this work have been taken
from the resource namely UCI machine learning repository
described in Table l. This hiSh generalization hes been attained
on the Neural Network bas€d ipproach. To achieve greater accu-
racy for performance enhancement, the implementation was done
in Plthon version 3.7 environm€ntJ. The resource link is men-
tioned as htlps: idrtahub.roimaahr ne-le.imt nAj!onrr+ae3ourc e-
so$nr {34-15j.
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The total number of sonar deta available in the source is 208.
Amo[g these dat., 1'll data allotted for mine met.l, .nd the
remaininS 97 data allotted for rock material.

4. 1. Doto visuolizotion

Keras also has a function for creating a visualization of the nct-
work neurel network graph. which can help with more complex
models. To creete a plot in the network plot-model 0 function is

utilized. This function needs some parameters:
To-file 0: name of the file to which to save the plot
Showjhapes 0: shows the every layer as output shapes.
Show-layer_names 0: show the layer names in the neural

neNvork.
RDNN model: our novel model to predict and classiry th€

objects as mines or rock

Mot nols ToAoy: Pro..edi,gl )d, bmt) &

from keras.models impoft sequential
fiom keras-layeE import Dense
from keras.utils.vis-utils import plot-model
model - Sequentialo
model.add(Dcnse(2. input-dim - l, activation-'relu'))
model.add(Dense( l, aaivation-'sigmoid'))
plot_model(model, to-fi lF'modelJrlot.png',
showjhapes = True, showJayer-names = True)

42. Density alwe

Density curve is utilized for visualizing the reli.ble and infor-
mative data. This curve provides a variety of alternatives for view-
int a single variable fronr one or more categories. The hislogram
plot using deDsity cuwe is depicted in Fig. 2.
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4.3. Dato conelation

The statistics of deta is implemented usinS heatmap. The heat
map is a two-dimensional representatlon ofthe data. ln the graph,
the data values are represented by colols. The purpose of a heat
map is to create a colorful visual summary of data. For each value
to be plotted, a heat map has values indicating several shades of
the srme color. The darker hues of the chart usually correspond
to highervalues than the lighter coloE, Acompletely different color
can likewise be utilized for a significantly different value. By using
matplotlib, the outputofheat map willdisplayed as shown in Frg l-

4 4 Featurc selPction

Fcature sclection is a much more straighdorward task that is
given a list of prospective featurcs, choose a few and eliminate
the rest. Feature selection is used to ivoid redundancy and/or irrel-

05

- 00

-{ 5

Mot nals Todoy: hoe..linEr .U.y lr.vi) M

evancy in feanrres, as well as to limat the number offeafures avail-
able to .void over-fittint.

i. An alternating way to train Lasso regularized linear regtes-
sion approach which adds penalty to loss function during
trainang phase.

ii. The predirtion of rock or nrine can be do[e by eviluatirg
tAR regression model.

iii- The configuration of t {RS regression model fora novel sonar
mine rock detection automatically through k-fold valid.tion
technique.
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4.4.r. Ledst Angle Regression( IAR)
A novel model selection approach called L€ast Angle Regression

is . helpful and less geedy altemative of previous forward selec-
tion methods shown in Fig ,t.lt is fast and very efficient nrethod
for fitting a l-asso retulerized reSression model without using
hlDer parameters. This regression provides the following
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5. Proposed architccturr

The architecture elucid.tes about how we are predicting the
metal like mine objects. rock etc.nd distinguishing the sonar
abnormal data iflto rocks or mines using RDNN classifier model.
The ploposed framework is depicted in Fig, :.

The sonar ebnormal dataset have b€en collected from KaSgle
website as a source for this work When the featurcs in the data
have diverse ranges, normalization is a strategy used during data
preparatron to adjust the values of numeric rolumns in a dataset
to use a common scale. Feature extraction is utilized to recoSnize
essential featurcs in the dataset for coding by derivrng new datas
fronr the original dataset. A technique for natur.l language plo-
cessing that extricts and categonzes the parameters used irr a sen-
tence. document. webFge, and so on. Then, split the sonar
abnormal datasets into traininS d.ta and testing datato train and
test the model for measuring the accuracy o[ the neural neNvork
model. Now we applied Rock/mine detection based neural network
classifier model to make prediction of underwater acousaics
objects also distinguishinB the objects into min€s and rocks.

6, Mehics evaluation

A. Central tendency measures
Each layer's activation may result in a different data distribu-

tion. As a result. we must normalize the dat. input to ee(h layer
by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation
to improve the stability of deep neural networks. In this method
we are estimating the central tendency measures such as mean
and standard deviation to enhance the st€adiness of neural net-
works for improving the overall performance. Mean and sD for-
mula along with its description are mentioned in Table -1.

T.ta.2
Cmtral t€ndm., m€rrurts.

C.nt,'.| T.ndency Measurls
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8. Metflcs Estimation

The metrics such as accuracy,loss, validation loss and validation
accuracy were estimated for identifying underwater acoustics
objects ard classirying the sonal data as rotk or mine.

Accurocy: Accuracy is defined as the number of correctly
classified data fiom total numb€r of input son.r abnormal
data which makes greater enhan(ement in prediding NN
model performance in mine like objects detection. The for-
nrula used to measure accuracy is shown in Eq- {1 .

Mot.nok To<loy: koc..dinrs xL\ (xtrr) \

v. yolidotion foss: The loss function is validated by distinguish-
ing rmonS sonar mi[e or rc.k from underwater aaoustics
sollar data for segmenting sonrr datr into normal dala as

mineablormel data as rock exactlv.

7. Experimenta I outcomes

The layers utilized for sonar abnormaldataset using deep leam-
ing neural network based Rock/mine detection and classification.
The layers mairtai[ed by models, the size of layers. input shape.
rctivation laycl and which optimizers are utilized by various exist-
ing nrodels and comparing with proposed approach depicted in
iaLie.l.

7. l. Acclttocy contpoison

The mean accuracy are evaluated to estimate the performance
of RDNN model in predicting and distioguishing ro(k or mine in
underwater acoustics usiog sonar ditaset- ir:g !i demonstrates val-
idation accuracy as 85.7U accuracy as 100% loss as 0.04 validation
loss as 0-35 in prediction and distinguishing underwater objects
like mine or rocks using sonar diltilset using k-fold cross v.lidation
with 50 epochs for model l.

frg ; demonstrates vilidation accuracy of 90.482 accuracy as

9822 loss as 0.13 valid.tion loss a5 0287 in prediction .nd distin-
guishing uoderwater objects like mine or roclc using sonar dataset
using k-fold cross validation with 50 epochs for model 2.

fiE 3 demonstrates validation acclracy as 85.7X accur.cy as

lmx loss as 0.'ll validation loss as 0.518 in prediction and distin-
guishing underwater objects like mine or mcks using sonar dataset
using k-fold cross validation with 50 epochs for model 3.

frE- I demonstrates validatio[ acoll:acy as 92.8x arcuracy as

l0OZ loss as 0.33 validation loss as 0.39 in prediction and distin-
guishing underw.ter objects like mine or rocks using sonar dataset
for novel proposed RDNN model usint 50 epochs.

7.2. Ov er oll c omparison

Here, lnodel 1, 2 and 3 are the pre trained model with splitting
of training arld testing data in(luding prediction as well as classifi-

r1)

ii. Epoch: An epoch is a unit of time used to train a oeural net-
work with all of the training data for a single cycle. We use
all ofthe data ex.ctly once in an epoch. A forward and ba(k-
ward pass are combined to make one pass: An epoch is made
up ofone or more batches in which we taain the neural net-
work using a portion of the datasel

iii- Validotion Accutocy: The valid.tion accuracy i5 predicted by
contrasting the iodex of the highest scoring class in y label
predidion vector and the index of the actual class in the y
label true vector. It retuns 0 or l. The ec(uracy is predicted
by correctly classified data amonS all input sonar abnormal
datasets.

iv. LosJ:The loss functions are supportive to train RDNN espe-
cially Adam optimizer model. Based on actual input and pre-
dicted input datas the losses will be estimated (i. e)
distinguish among output data and target datas from sonar
abnormrl datasets. We introduced loss function (1..s-)
which is the integration of weighted loss (L*) loU and also
weighted binary cross entropy L BCE loss for every segmen-
tation ofsonar drta. The formula for loss functions as shown
in Eq. i2 r.

l.em I*loU. ,i.L*BCE {2)

wherc ;. r-epresents weight of abnormal data

I.Dh 3
PrcIEsrd RDNN model to. Sonar Abnorm:l d:t.s€r.

Optimizcr

Modell
Proposed RDiIN Model
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c.tion ofunderground objects as mines or rocks- While comparing
with existinS models. this RDNN model generates better mean
dccuracy as loOX with ofl Standard Devia[on in prediction and

Mot nok Todoy: Ptuccedi,{l d,\ (rnt) txt

also classification of objects achieves 92.E5X. The overall compar-
ison on prediction and classiMng rocks or mineg using sonar data-
s€t as describ€d in Tible 4.

10
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E. Conclusion

ln this proposed work. RDNN classifier model have been applied
for metal classifyint namely rock or mine in underwater icoustics
through stetistic.l analysis in deep leaming based neural networks
using sonar datasets. Sonar tcchnology combined with an
unnranned autonomous vehicle can be used to remove signals in
underwater communication. But, here Rock/mine detection neural
network approach reveals enhanced outcomes by achieving mean
.ccuracy of 100%with (}i[ SD using k-fold evaluation and sonar pre-
diction a(hieves 92.852 to enhance tlte model prdomance. To
echieve more prediction acrur.cy. the hlDel parameters l'us to
be done in sonar dataset for b€tter classification of objects like
mine/rocks in underwater acoustics.
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Av:ibbl. onlin. Dqx
SYl,{ Flood Attack is one form of disrributed deniel of service.tt.ak that attains the handsh:ke p.o<ess of
TcP. Th attack consumes all .vailabl€ serv€r resources and provokes legiti[Et€ tfrl6c which aims to
make th€ server univaileble. lt causes s€rious drmaSe to cloud seruer tnd networking protocols. The
mrin ob.jedive of this .esearch work is to train the neur.l network for detecting the .tt ck .nd to seture
n.twork connection- A novel binary fruit Ry optimization altorithm with deep leaming is propos€d to
predi( rhe syn flood ettack The propos€d alSorithm is implemenled u$ng the (DD cup dat.s€L DL_

BFFA algorithm h.s achieved 99.961 detection accur.cy for detectinS the sYN Flood Attack. A comparison
study is conductcd to v.lidate thE propos.d model.
@ 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All riShtJ res.rved.
Selection and peer-revrew under responsibrhty ot the scicntific committee of lhe Internatlonal Confer-

en.e on Nanoelactronics. Nanophotonics, Nanomaterials, Nanobios(ienca & Nanotechnology.

DDoS.tt.ck
Dacp laaming ncural nctvrorl
Dctldion .(or'aay
Synchroniz! (SYN)

Fruit Fly Aucithm

'1. lntroductiol

Nowadays the intemet offers online banking. e-<ommerce, and
educarioo services online. SY! flood anack is a typ€ of cyber threat
that can affect the intemet scrvices such as email. online account-
ing, and public networking. This attack occurs, afld then the users
irelt't able to access network resources, devices, and information
systems. SYN flood attack is a method to create a (onnection
b€tween the client and server in a transmission control protocol
TCP/IP network. lt can occupy the available connections in the port
and le.ves an incomplete handshake. The send request will be con-
tinued by an attacker until all open ports are saturated with their
requests. lt has denied the connection to the legitimate users in
the network- In the big data 6eld. this type of attack is increased
due to political. e{omm€rcial. and personal reasons. The main t.r-
get of this attack is to harm weubased applications. media, and
softw.re industries. The schematic example ofan SY! flood attack
on the network is shown in i,S. l.

ln 1994, SY! flood attacks wer€ discovcred by Bill Cheswick and
Steve Bellovin. CEtrf published an article for nritigating SYN flood
attacks i ! l. lt is very crxciel for secure commu[ication in the net-
work The tradition.l approaches are mainly focused on manual

re(o8nition and stJtisti.al analysis. New techniques .re based on
data mining, machine leaming, and neural networking. Entropy-
based lightweight DDoS flood attack detection model has achieved
fine anomaly detection accuracy i2 i. ln a network security system.
a softwaredefined netwo* (SDN) is deployed using programming
languages such as java and python with security functionality
methods I i-ii. ATCPconnection initiated using a three-wiy hit,ld-
shake technique has led to vulneEbility to the attack l6l. Irl 2018.
Kaspersky has reyealed that 50x ofthe cyber attack is based on the
TCP SYI\ aftack only i; i.

Most of the research work focuses on the detection apprcaches
are based on omine analysis and simulation methods such as pat-
terns during normal .nd attack states, network famc characteris-
tics. Due to this limitatio[ the authoE propose a deep leaming-
based model to predict the SYN flood attack in real-time. The main
contribution of this is as follows.

. A novel binary fruit fly optimization algorithm with deep leam-
ing is proposed to predict the syn flood aftack

. Train the neural netlvork model for detecting the attack to
s€cure network (onnection.

This research paper is organized as follows: )ecr:or l
the det€ction and mitigation solution for SYN flood
rr{,ri } discusses the data collection and feature sel
niques. The proposed BFFA model implementati

* Concspotrdiry .ulhor
E-md:l dddEirla lll r,ti5lFlE {.!.! (V. N.8.r.ju), {ge.1.x$..g,ri.t5m!l

E r w. R.j.ldrutl Eyl...€t.elsun .r.rh (D. n vifui.r)-
re

h.rp!.li.k!.GEll0 lol61i.m.rF.zt2l.o?.171
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S€l.ction :nd p..Hcvilw u kt resp Eibility of rhG !.icntift cdmittGc ol lh€ hLro.tiqDl Confs.m! or N.noclcctmnics,
N.nobiolcrcme & N.not€dfl olo8'.
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described in sedion 4. The pcrformance analysis and the resultr
are presented in section 5. Serlr(rx 5 co[cludes the model and
future work to carry out the reproductively of the model i2j-251.

2. Related work

Many researchers have produced solutions for DDOS detection
usinS static-based and machine leaming-based approaches. The
.uthors have propos€d a noveldeep leamingmodel (ombired with
the optimization algorithm to detect the SYN flood attack. Research

works related to the statistical and machine leaming models are
dis(ussed as follows:

2. l. Stotisli col atlolysis

The severities of the attack are classified as TCP-ACX, Slowloris,
eud SYN attacks. The authors have detemined the (onfiden(e
interval aod distribution ofthe network data duriog a normal time
(without aftack). Any deviation in the mean throughput value indi-
cates the attack. The value ofthe mean throughput and conndence
levels were used to detect the anomaly attack lsl. At early staSes,

the network attack was detected using the entropy property. lt
measures the close probability of new incoming packets concem-
ing the total number of events. Ifthe host receives an excess num-
ber of incoming packcts then the entropy level drops and the
randomness of the packet level decreases. The attacks are detected
besed on the experimental threshold values lqi. op€n Flow table
contains the copy of the packet number with flov, entry. An
entropy-based lightweight DDOS attack reduces the flow collection
overhead. This model wes implemented in softwareiefined net-
works and programmable switches li0l. The statistical analysis
has overhead in the form ofdelay and high-speed network traffic.

2.2. Mochine leominr methods

Machifle leaming algorithnrs rre used to detect and pledict
DDoS attacks. lr SDN. the most common threats are DDOS attacks
and intrusion. Thc authors have built the machine leaming model
based on the EaininS date set. Machine leaming algorithms such as

support vector machines, neural network, a[ld fruzy logic are
applied to mitigate the attacks ir ] i. The authors of i I -] i have pre-
sented six machine leaming approaches to analyze the DDOS
attrck. They heve ptuved that a support vector machine predicts
thc attack with tood accuracy and a low false-positivc rate. An
A(incial Neural Nerwork and Naive Bayes models are used fo
detect the attack i I l] in the network, Some of the research works
have focused on a combination of two ipproaches. Tramc flow fea-

tures are extra.ted using st.tisticel .n.lysis and apply mathine
leaming algorithms to classify the anomaly attacks i l4]. Different
types of network attack .re detected with the help ofdata mining
and machine leaming techniques i t8l. Ao intelligelt bee colony
algorithm was proposed by ilsl for detecting the DDoS att.ck
and traffic reduction alSorithm to reduce the networl traffic in
(he syslem.

3. Proposed methodology

The proposed Binary Fruit Fly Algorithm (BFFA) wirh deep
leaming model analyses the syn flood attacks and the network
trafnc. This model comprises data collection. feature extraction.
input l.yer. dense layer, and output layer. Fig 2, Depicts tlre archi-
tecture of the BFFA model to detect the attack ir the network.

3.1. Doto collection

The authors have implemented the model on the KDD cup data-
set. The KDD (up dataset was created by Stelfo et al.. i1i: based on
the information captured from the DARPAgS lDs evaluation pro-
gram. Ta\lr ! describes the training and testing split of the two
datase(s. The BFFA model is traioed with a 701-302 data split.

In the preprocessing phase. the data is cleaned to extract useful
information fiom the dataset. lt can consist of normalization and
feature extraction. Step to process the data are as follows

Step l: Network trafhc is defined es N - Inr.nr.. .....n.1
where ni is the oriSinal features of the input vector.

Step 2: T. be a feature vector of transformed features of the
dimension.

3.2. Feoture exftocaion

This data consists of 4,90O,O00 siBgle connection vectors wrth
41 features. The data is classified as normal or attacks. The attacks
ale cetegorized ar Deniil of S€rvice (DOS), Remote to Locel attack
(RzL), User to Root attack (UzR), and Probing attack. The bench-
mark dat set is downloaded from the following lir* !!6j- l-i: l-
Illustrates the covariance of certain selected features extracted
from the data set. KDD cup features are divided into three
such as basic features, content features. and traffic fea
features can be extracted ftom the TCP/IP connection
to dn implicit delay in detection. Content features are m
the suspicious behavior in the data. Trafnc fea
for
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of the dataset have zero values. To avoid over fitting thc features of
wront_fragment. num_comprised and srv_seror_rate are
nullified.

3.3. lnput loyer

This is the first layer of the ffoposed model which consists of
artificial input neurons. It collects the data and sends it to subse-
quent layers for weight calculation. Each input l.yer has its
weights and multiplies the incoming inputdafa for further process.

3.4. Dense layer

The neural network layer is connected deeply in the network. It
rcceives iDput ftom the input layer ther performs matrix multipli-
cation. The matrix vector contains values that can be trained and
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3.5. output loyer

The fully conncctcd output layer has a single neuron and acts as

a classifier. The hyper parameters of the activation funcion and
leanring !ate are set based on the optimization altorithm. The out-
put layer is set the sigmoid .ctivation function and leamiog rate
(0.00174) to implement the models. The model to classiry the
attick in the netlvolk. into two clesses es norDel or attack based
on the leaminS process, See (-table 2).

3.6. Proposed BIFFA olgo'ithrn

l. Adjust the paremeters.
2. Initialize the fruit flies randomly.
3. C.lculate the visit phase value for ev€ry fruit fly as

4. Visiti - Function (v ).

5. Find the best visit value and fix the l.yer in that value for the
next iterations

IBest Visitl - Max lvisitl
This algorithm is used for initializing the parameters in deep

leamilg models. To train our proposed de€p leamilg experiment
to obtain the optimal parameters are shown in T.rbte l. Our pro-
posed BFrA elgorithm performs well for detecting the attacks as

compared to otler optimized algorithms, Bimry fruit fly algc.
rithms can cl.ssiry the norm.l and attacks. BFFA algorithm combi-
nes the swarm intelligence optimizes technique for setting the
parameters hr deep leaming neural network. This approach can
leduce the leaming parameter for designing the network and is
optimized for all syn flood datasels-

Tdirl. -l shows the deep learning models input and output layer
(onceming the parameters. The main compo[ents of the BFFA

model are described as follows: initialize the hyper parameter,
evaluate the solution and find a new solution for tuning the param-
eters. The dense layer is activated with the relu function. The clas-
sifier u5es binary cross entropy for detecting the attack.

4. ExpErim€ntal r€sults and discussion

The BFFA model is implemented usinS a plnhon programmin8
language. The packages such as Numry, sklearn, pickle, tqdm, pan-

T.tlc 2
I)tnt€ layer .nd p.rimctcrs

M.t riob Todor: koc..di,1gs N (M) ux

LHr a
Propos.d EFr mod.l.

IrDot Two drl.sctr .s Dt t b.l C .s classes ofthe.tt.ck
OutFlt Predi.tion of ,tt:.tr
lold.lE : Tr.in-T.it rplit
Epotll
]typcr p.r.meta5 for fir.Oy model

IE tnl{f,:
St D I : moddq - -> lnFlt atrd Output l.yers
Sa.p 2: model &"-- r(unils. a€tiv.tion. :€rnaljnitialize6)
$.9 3 : lhodcl d* - -t (numbcr of chssrr, rctiv.rion, kcfl.l iniri.lizlrs)
SLp a: model .-F. - -> (losropdmiEr. In.Ei6)
S..D 5: model d,s,.- (BrFA-b.sLmod.()

P.r:meters Vrlu.

das. sea bom and matplotlib are used to implement the model. lt is
carried out by the two datasets KDD cup- This dataset has 4l fea-
tures and is grouped into three cet€gories such as content. traffic.
and intrinsic features. The model performance is evaluated using
acclrracy metrics.

7P+ IN
Accurory - ??- rD-# 1lr

where,
True-positive (TP)= Numberofdata correctly predicts an attack.
False-positive (FP) - Number of data wrongly predicts normal.
True-negative(TN) = Number o[ data conectly predicts an

atta(k.
Ialse-negative (FN) - Number of data wrongly predicts normal.

4.1. Syn nei4rcrk model

This model is implemented usilt two fully (onnected dense
layers. Dense layer parameters are output shape and activation
function. This model has an output array of shapes a5 32 with relu
activation function. Training-testinS split is 70-30 split. syn net-
work model is compaled with adam optimizer. The classifier uses

a binary cross-eltropy metric to predid rwo labels as normal or
atta(k This model is iterated for 10 epochs and produces 982
detect accuracy for l(DD cup data.

4.2. TDUBA (tuning deep leoming using hybnd bat olgont]'l.m)

This algorithm combines the swam intelligence alSorithm for
settrng the parameters in deep leaming neural networks. This
approach can reduce the manual search ofthe leaming parameters
in the network. This approach is optimized for different datasets.
This model is implemented on 40 neurons with relu aclivation
function. This model achieves 99u accuracy for the dataset.

4.3. BBA (binoty bot Algoithm)

The authors of D€ep Dense ll,.)l utilize the BBA model; it com-
bines the Bi-[sTM with a dense layer to predict the attacks. The Bi-
tsTM utilizes the 64 filters with tanh activation and L2 kemel re8-
ularizer. This model is compiled using the relu activation function_

4.4. DL-BFIA model

The prediction of the syn nood atta(k i5 implemented on th
KDD cup dataset. iablr 1 presents the basic information

Units

l)rmrnsiotu

l0

25

T.blc 3

Opomal parimeters for drfferent :lgonthms. e

BBA TD IIBBA
dataset. The learning model initializes the parameter
mtHB,\ and BFFA optimization .lgorithms. ln thi

lo
30
0.0017
,{o

Brtd siz.

I?rmrnt R tc

l0
20
omlT
20

to
20
o.@174
to

we used 30U of test data for calculating the accur al

Binary Fruit Fly Algorithm (BFFA) is used to solve discrete opti-
mization problems. It consists of two phases such as smell phase
and the visit phase. our proposed deep leaminS model is bised
on lhe {il: vision function. This function is used for improving
the classification results. The BFFA model has the following steps

network model has fwo fully connected hidden out-
put layer with r single neuron. The hidden
based on the initialization valuc. The fully

is

o\

b1
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.re using ReLu nonlincar activation function.The classifier (output
layer) is defined.s a sigmoid achvahon function to detect the
aftack. The model is compiled with a b.tch size of l0 and the
leaming ratc is 0.00174 for 20 epochs. Early stopping is ipplied
to stop the training once the improved accuracy is reached.

'iiblc ; presents the performance eveluation results of all the
optimization models. lt has been observed that both the Syn net-
work model and TDTHBA achieve good accuracy ils compared to
the BBA algorithm. It has interfered that our proposed model out-
performed the test classifier. This model achieves 9!).961 accuracy
in detecting the attacks.

The following frg- 4 shows the detection accuracy for the pro-
posed model. It has b€en observed that both the training and test-
ing accuracy are increased linearly. B€cause the model learns the
fe.ture well and corlsiders important features for training end test-
in8. The loss of the traininS and teslinS phase is shown in ir3. 5.

Mdt riols lodor: Proce€diut )&t (,.,lJol) 
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tl! 6. confusion m.trix for 8FF model

T.bl. 6

Proposcd model comprr.d to rh€ exieting model

mutEA
BBA
BTfA

0.6985
0.m20
0.mt6
0.001I

0.989t
0.990t
o.97
o3!t95

BFFA Model A(curacy

SRNN 0 o!,ot
o.q)l r

0 9794
0.9!86

5, Evaluation metrics

The proposed model is ev.luated uring a confusion matrix. It is
a n'n matrix where n is the oumber of the actual classes. This
m.trix compares the a.tuil cless to the predicted cl.ss by using
the deep leaming model- Each column represe[ts the actual velue
of the class and rows are related to the predicted cl.ss ofthe data.
The validation size of the data is y69. Frp. 6. Show the confusion
matrix for the BFFA model. This model correctly predicts the
attack on 5466 data and only three data are wmngly predicted-
This metri( proves that the proposed model is well designed to
predict attacks.

6. comprrison of the proposed modet

The authors of i2!-221 proposed a deep leaming model to
detect the DDos attack using a recurreot neural network classifier.
This model has achieved an eror rate of 2.'ll for detectiog the
attacks. This classifier was used to trace the networt attack attiv-
ities and the sequenccs of the network treffic. Our proposed BFFA

model improves 3.5f detection accur.cy as compared to the exist-
ing classifier model. The revised feature extraction technique is
used to Extract important features to avoid ovel fitting. See
(I.bi€ 6).

7. Conclusion

In DOoS a(ack detection, the deep leaming-based classiner pro-
duces b€tter accuracy and less prediction time as compared to
other deep leaming algo.ithms. This algo.ithm can able to handlc
difFerent kinds of attacks in the network system. ln this reseatcll
work, the authors presented a novel BFFA alSorithm by utilizing
the swarm intelligence approach for optimal parame
The neural netlvork parameters are tuned by usi
metric values. Conventional deep leiming
using hand-picked parameter values. The expe
the BFFA model show that the
paled to the existing models
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the accuracy with the same datasel ln the future. the authors have
a focus on unidentified att.cks for preventing cyber security issues
in the field of fT applications and the banking sector.

Declaration of Compctint InteFest

The authors de€lare that they have oo known competing finan-
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Side scan sonar image augmentation for sediment classification using
deep learning based transfer learning approach
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ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT

Obj€cl detcction in underwater acoustics especially sea floor object has been overwhelming mission
chielly owing to strident enviro[ment ofsonar irnages as well as t€cause ofvisibly existinS sonar imates
side scen sonar is lhe primJry sensor for Aulonomous Undeflvater vehicles to perform suavey on sea

witer. H€nce, we are using this SSS images for categorizing several obr.cts like sand. mud. clay, graves,

ridges and sediments in underwater sea through any size subsequent to trainin& We applied two-l.yer
G{N architerture ro train the model as well as we utilized three pre-Eaincd networl models such as

vcc-l9, ResNe60 and EmcientNet model for evaluaring the p€rfonn:fice of th€ model bas€d on tr ining
and validation eccuricy meesures. Moreover, we utilized deep leaminS besed treDsfer le.ming approach
in which th€ parameters are tuned for classifyin8 the images into sediments, clay, mud, ston€s €tc. our
expe mental outcomes shows that pre-lrained Eli(ientNet model Senerates b€tter atcur:ry of lm
after fine tuning the p.r.heter in obj€ct re€ognition along with clarsifr(.tion using SSS imrges.
e 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights res€rved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the sdentific committee of the lDtem.tional Confer-
ence on Nanoelectronics, Nanophotonics. Naflomateriels. Nanobioscience & Ninotechnoloty.

Av l.blE onlin. v"uo(

side s.an son.r (sss)
Deep leamn! approach

Sedim.rt dissific:trm

t. Introduction

For underwater investigation and imagery, SSS expertise has

been utilized for over three decagons. Archaeology. securiry and
defence, seabed catetorization. and ecological investigation are
some ol the applications for side.scan sonar. Data rolletting has

become more automated in modem years because to the introdu(-
tion of autonomous underwater equipment. Convolutional Neural
Networks have been extensively utilized in several researchers
with cateSorization and objed detection in underwater acoustics
in current years. Huo et al. i9j anticipated semi-synthetic data pro-
duction approach for cateBorizing sonar images into several
objects like nrud, clay. mine. rock, etc. Also, they applied pre-
trained model namely VCC-19 also fine tuning the dara which
.ttains 97-76X accuracy in object classification in underwater.
The architedur€ proFlosed by iill is depicted in frE- t.

1 .l . Objectives

The m.in objective of the proposed worl( is mentioned as

follows:

. To grther Side Scan Sonar drtaset teken from underwater
acousti(s seafloor.

. To perform augmentation technique for constnrct the catego-
rization models which helps to categorize sonar datas into rock,
mud, clay. sand and some other related minerals.

. To introduce the pre- trained the neural network model such as

VGC-19, ResNetso and also EmcientNet model for evaluating
training and validation accuracy

. To detect the metal mine objects such as rock, mud. clay and
sand from seafloor images and classification ofthe image using
trarlsfer leaming.

1.2. Motivotion

r Corr rpondirE irlthor.
E-rnoil dddrArrr. rrddyriur6rrEfiaEnuilrnD (c. Chrndnsh.Lr), slll|..},

z.€:@ (s (A R..:.). .IRrs(.r!iLrI!v{! (V. R.i6*.nI 
'.yE 

r!i}
nrrvJ<.in (D. Irvilum.r}

The major challenge is inadequacy ofsufficient
data seLs required for training the proposed mod
tation is used to build the classincation model

hltp! ridor.(!.};l0 I r)16+mrrt .rolt.fi:]?
221+7A51lo 2021 EllFilI l.td. A[ ri8hts r!3!fv.d
sdc.tion md pGGH!r,i(.u. undGr Espoisibillty of ah. lcimtiffc ccnmitt e oI drc Inllmrti,on l Catrflrlnc! or l{.no.t€dmn
N.nobiosci.{.. & tl.lrotlcllnolosr.
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2- Rel.ted work

During 1998. Bull et el. I l0l estimated reflection co-efncient
from Chirp data ind they applied whether it is ipplicable to
archeological studies. Yan Song et al i27l applied deep leamirg
based CNN especially Markov Random Fields for segmenting
the SsS images into several objects like sand, clay, mud etc. On
et al. llsl proposed deep lcaming based Convolutional Neural
Network as well as CIFAR-I0 based grayscale for pre-train the
nrodel to accomplish featurcs relocation including enh.rEement
in performance of model. After nne tuning. ResNet approach
reached an enor rate of 3.46X. Anuja Pharate et al. lll applied
support vecror machine ard prindple component anilysis were
utilized to categorize SSS images into mud. rock mine. clay.
Object recognition as well as classification in underwater acous-
tics especially sea floor using Gaussian mixture approach by kan-
nan et al- iil] .chieves 99% accuracy, one-dimensional based
Convolutional Neural Network model with Jun Yan et al.

i I I.28j. nrultidimensional based deep leaming approach by Tsai
et al. Iri Apriori modeling applied by Naveen kum.r et al. llil.
deep leaming based CNN uied by Feoglei Han i6l. sejin Lee

et al. i221, Einsidler et al. l.l.l.li. depends on physics modeling
by Christina Fredrick et al. i7i, edge based seSmentation
rpproach tried by hiya dh.rshini et al. I2c;. active leaming
merhod Dura et al. iil, machine le.ming technique Zhang et al.
il.ii, espe(ially decision tree for SSS matching Sylvie
Danielet al. i261 Fuzzy means clustering technique chang. R

et al. :191, transfer leaming based YOLOV3 approach by Yulin
et al. iillfrom side scan sonar imeges. Feature extraction has
done from side scan sonar image for underwater .coustics Nayak
et al. lif;,:li.also unsupervised removal of features from SSS

images by Morissette et al. isl, extracting relevant panmeters
based on deep leamiog for object classification in underwater
completed b!, Zhu et al. ij;]. lmaSe segmentation in underwater
acoustics using efficient Convolution network by Meihan Wu
et el. ilir. based on €xtreme leeming machine developed by
Yen Sont et al. I.l4l9l. tn addition, classiryint objects in under-
water acoustics from SSS images by Uason Rhinelanderl. Many
researchers namely Yujie Chen et al. jlrj, Lubis et al. liji
reviewed several article regarding underwater object detection
from SSS images or dataset using neural network method Shrad-
dha et al. i lfi, watershed setmentation il I based on markers to
specify the regions i3i-18i.

Mat n& fodoy: I,'oc.dtints ,Yrx (IK) ur

3. SSs dataset ind methods

Authors build a real and synthesis dataset fiom seafloor sides-
can sonar images. The dataset used in this project is built by using
data augmentation techniques such as rotation. translahon, scal-
ing, .nd cropping can be employed to increase the size ofthe avail-
able dataset i:5i.

The details about training and testing samples portion for each

objects such as rock, mud, clay, sand. sandwaves and sandridges
from underwater sss images are listed ilr TalJie l.Here. w€ have
taken ss sonar data from sea floor acoustics like ro€k. mud. clay.
sand, waves and ridges with 41 training samples and 10 lesting
samples which undergoes classific.tion of sediments. Hence.
totally 5l samples are utilized for each underw.ter acoustics
objects.

3.2. Somple SSS doto

Fr{. 2 depicts the obje(ts available in underwater acoustics
using sonar images.

3.3. Modules in proposed odel

In proposed work, we have five modules for sediment (lassifica-
tion using SSS images. Each module for sediment based classifica-
tion is described below.

3.3.1. Module ,; Gqthering side scon sonor (sss) imqgej
Here, SSS images have b€en g.thered fiom specified link or

some other resources related with underwater sea lloor for findin8
objects and also classification.

3.32. Module 2: Doto ougmentotion
Data augmentation technique is utilized for enlarSing the soner

dataset with the rim of enhancinS the performance of model to
simplify. It consists of shifting, rotation, translation, scaling and
cropping inrages to transfer the original image pixels into another
format named as transfomed imaSe (SSS). This can be done usin8
deep leaming based Keres library through lmog.eDotocenerotor
class.

To identify the objects like mines, rockr. mud, cley and otlrer
minerals. we illustrate the outline for sonar image as shown like
fr3. .t. While we enlarge the sonar imag€, \ye need to place ouuine
box furthermore designate modemized consequently. For maki[g
boundery for sonar image, ImgAug (lmaSeAusmentation) is used.
While we perform operations such as rotation. shear, ftanslation
and cropping the sonar iDage, nxing the border line in the sp€cific
region of rocks, mud, or clay is also updated coNequently.

i. Rotation

IrbL l
5SS im4. d.ta drsqiprioo

Dali Trainin8 Testint

l0
lo
t0
l0
!0 u1

gt"t'

2

IRo(k
Mud
cl.y
5.nd

5.ndrid86

11
41
al
4l
4l
4t

t\.

t$s,+

.In 3.1 . Undetwoter seofloor 5SS imqge dotoset

Rotation technique sp€cifically used to rotate the underwater
sonar image by a precise level. Here in figure we can see how the

.l

t
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transformed r (202,200)

S.ilnr.

Flf: 2. Srmpl€ S5S d.la.
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Fla. 3- Rotrtion app'd.h rpplied on SSS imd8e.
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origin.l sonar image with pixels (202,2m) is malformed into
trinsformed image with similar pixels dimensions of (2O2, 2OO)"

We are revolving the sonar image by 50 to 40 degrees for modiry-
ing image quality to enhance the image p€rformance.

Her€ is the pythor code for lotation technique that makes the
underwater acoustic sonar image altemate the position to a speci-
nc deSree.

Loadel_Transform - Transfolms. RandomRotation (10)
lmshow ('saldridSes.png', toaderTransform)

ii- Translation

Translition defines that SSS image is transformed into either
along horizontally means x-.xis or alonS vertically which repre-
sents y-axis shown in frs. f. Here is the python code for tr.nslation
technique that makes the underwater acoustic sonar image to

origin.l image (202. 200)

50 t00 150 200

transform into another specified image depends oo d(es (both x-
axis and y-axis).

Loader_Transform - Transforms. RandomAmne (0, translate =
(0.4.0.s))

Imshow ('sandlidgesjpg', t ader-Tl ansform)

ii i. Scaling

Scaling can be used for scale the sonar imate into eilher zoom
in or zoom ouL Now, we.re scaling the sonar image into l40z
to 1402 of the sonar image which represents heitht and width.
By usint both x-axis and y-axis. we are scaling the image sepa-
rately which is depicted in frg 5. This transfo.mation modifies
the objects those are available in underwater acoustics. By using
this operation. the height and width of the sonar image may get
reduced or enlarged. We attained this operatiol by proliferate

transformed im39e (202, 200)
0
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50
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100
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t50

115
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original image (202, 200)

Mot nioE lodori &o..?dirur xr.r o..r.n) .r.Yr

transformed image (140, I4O)
0

6
50

)5

lm

u5

150

175

0

x,

o

50

o
100

t20

every vertex (X. Y) with specified scaling factor represelted as (5x.

Sy) to generate the translated co-ordinates as (x. y). Here is the
python code for scaling technique that makes the underwater
acoustic sonar image into either compressing or expand the size
of the image.

Loader-Transfrom = Transforms.Resize ((140, 140))
Imshow ('sanridSes.png', t eder_Transfom)

iv. Cropping

ln this operation, the original sonar image is qopped by nearly
1402. Here the objects seen in sonar idage emerge in dissimilar
location with dissimilar ratio. It eliminates both rows as well as

columns at the surface of sonar image which is shown in Fr:j. i'.
By using the following python programming code, cropping

operation has done tlxouth reducint the colunrns and also rows
in solrer image outside.

Loader_Transform = Transfroms. Centercrop (1 40j
lnr5how ('sandridges-png'. Loader-Transform)

3.3.3. Module 3: TroininS ond festing
Training the data: Training the side scan sonar images is nec-

essarJ important especially categorizing sediments from se.lloor
which hclps to fit the network model. Hence we are epplying deep
learning based neural network to train the model based on SSS

dataset.

original image (202. 200)

V.lidrting utc d.t : Validating sss image dataset indicates
that these images are utilized to atrord balanced estimation of
any model which suiB on training sonar images when the model
is tuned (hyper prrameter tuning). The assessment tumed into
additionally imbalance as ability on valid.tion sonar images that
are integrated into novel modem design.

Tcstint thc data: Testing datas€t afford balanced assessment of
ultimate model suits on training dataset. This pert is considered as

standard segment in evaluating the model exactly. Testing the
images is used only once a model is entirely tlained with both
tBinins and vdlidation ofsonar images. wholly. testing the images
is utilized to estimate challengiog network approaches. The split-
ting sonar images into specified ratio is shown in hg. i.

3.3.4. Module 4: Pre-tro,ned modeb

i VGG-19 model
The framework of VGG-19 model comprises of Convolutional

layers (16) with 5 grouping, connected layers (3). Hence, this
model has 19 layers alonS with fea(ures entirely, Since VGG Net-
work model is appropriate for transfer lermirg, VGG-19 represen-
tation is utilized in this proposed model which is depicted in r-ig. 8.

ii. ResNets0 model

We trained the neural neturork model up to 30 epochs for ide[-
tiryin8 the sediments in underwater sea and undergoes classifica-

transtormed im (r40. 140)
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i ii. EfncientNet nrodel

3.3.5. Module 5: Proposed frne tuned rnodel
This proposed fine tunins of parameters Senerates more accu-

racy to enhance the overall model performance. Also, emciency
of model will be improved. Fig g portrays thal comparison has
done among firle tuning ofnetwork model is with traflsfer leaming
and without transfer leiming-

4. Proposed CNN architectu.e and transfer leirning approach

Here we are introducing two cNN based architecture for identi-
rying miner.ls like objects su(h as Dines, rocks, sand, clay. mud.
gravels etc in urderwater sea dcoustics usinS side scan sonar
imaSes- They are two-layer neural network based model as well
as deep leaming based transfer leaming algorithm.

Mdtenok Todoy: Proc..ttings M (n&) xn

Val ation

This model comprises of original sonar data along with aug-
ment€d d.ta with Convolutional Neural Network hyer with ten
epochs. The cNN based two-layer NN architecture is shown in
Fis I0.

Convoludolrl Laycr: The Convolutionel layer has a [umber of
strains (filters) whose features must be academic. The strains alti-
tude, load are less than that of the input volume. Every sttain is
convolved with the input volume to produce a neuron-based .cti-
vation map,

P@lirr8 lrycE The parameter map mag,nitudes are reduced by
using pooling layers. As a result the number of attribules to be
trained aod the amount of processing in the network are both
reduced. The features contained in a regaon ofparameter map pro-
duced by a convolution leyer are summed up by the pooling leyer.

Rattm L!Er: Flatten is a function that takes a pooled featur€
map and turns it into a singlecolumn that can be supplied to a fully
linked layer. Dense gives the neural network a completely linked
layer.

Dcntc [,,yctt A closely linked layer provid€s leaming features
from all the amalgamation of the features of the previous layer.
but a Colvolutional hyer relies on reliable features with a small
repetitive field. Herc. we are using the size of dense lalEr as ten
and the number ofepochs used for training the data samples as 20.

flc loj,tr (oossirtrl Now our designed cNN based Neural Net-
work model using SI-BBA is suitable for classiryinS the data s.m-
ples into phishing attack websites (malignant) and normal
(legitimate).

Fi!- 7. SphninS sonar dita nr $E ralro.

tion by estim.tinS accuracy. loss. validation accuracy and vrlidr-
tion loss for ResNetso model.

4.1. Two-layet neurcl network model

ti
'I

r-
!
I

It-

depth:128
3x3 conv
conv2_1

conv2 2

3x3 conv
conv3_l
conv3_2
conv3_1
coov3 4

}xJ (onv
conv4_1
conv4_2
coov4_3
conv4 4

3x3 con!
conv5_1

convS_2
convS_3
conv5 4

maxPool marpool , mixpool , maxpool
depth=255 deplh=sU deprh=512 5

FL. L V6C-l t hxna|Erl for obi€ct clairific.non rhrlwh lay€rs.

5

deptb:54
3x3 conv
convl_1
convl 2

ii-.'

The baseline network has a big role in reproduction scaling's
success. To enhance performance even more, we created a novel
baseline network by using the AutoML MNAS structurc to do a

neural network framework search that optimizes mutually accu-
racy as well as efficiency. Our result shows that EfficientNet model
generates greater ac(uracy as 1002 with least amount of loss-
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\lithout Transfcr Lcarnrng \\ith Trarsfcr Lcaming

Prc-trarncd model

Fil. 9. Comp.nson.mon8 usin8 rrrnsler le:rnina and withDut TL

cllN

tl8. !O. Two-laycr Neurel Network model.

fl

Sdcraldfi.rl.NT 5
OuQut h!rcr: This layer generates the precise output for the

giv€D input. The input images are classified into normal and abnor-
mrl (Cardiac Amyloidosis) shown in the output section.

42. Deep leorning bqted tronsler leoming opprooch

The architecture of deep leaming tresed transfer lerming
schcme is described in Fr: i i which explains that initially original
sonar data hive taken, then those datas are augmented. followed
lry pre-trained the models such es VCG-19. ResNet50, Ef6cientNet,
then introducing fine tuning ofclassifier to (.teSorize the SSS data

Odornal Dale+- AJgmeflled Dsla
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Validatron A(curacy(8lue)

tarnrng A(curacylRcd)

Valrddoon Loss(Blue)

?aining Loss{Red)

Training and validation accurac
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20 25 l0

o among

0510 15

llt 12- T..inin8 ac(ur&y vs validatirro accurrq,

Training and validation loss

into mine, rock. sediment, sand, mud, (lav et(. Finallv the output
will be predicted via validation phase.

Transfer Leaming approach is one of the deep learning based
rppr-oach wherevel we kDow how to receive the ple-trained net-
work based.pproach also utilize it as initial stage to find out
advanced event- lt is usually considerably faster and easier to
nne-tune a network with transfer leaming than it is to train a net-
work from start with randomly initialized weights. With a smaller,
Iimited number of training photos. we are able to transfer quickly
ther are previously leamed characteristics to a new task and iden-
dry new targets. Nowad.ys transfer le:rning based deep learning
approaches arc applied in the domain of medicinal applications
such as discase diagnosis, disease classification (normal/abnormal)
from images. Hence in this paper we ere applying transfer le.minS

Tr.inin8 A.(re.y (ll

20 25 30

technique for detecting underweter objects as w€ll as classiryinS
the objects into sediments. clay, mud, graves, sand. soil, rock etc.

5. Evalu.tion of mctrics

Based on evaluation on metrics su(h as training accuracy. vali-
dation accuracy, training loss and validation loss, we undergo clas-
sification of objecti in underwater sea using 55S images. The
evalu.ted metric are described below.

Trainint accurac!,: Accuracy is defined as metdc so as to usu-
ally express how thc deep leaming approach executes diagonally
every section. This may helpful while every potions having id€nti-

0 s10t5
Itt, 13. Trairunr l6s Vs V.Iid.holr Isss.

rsh 2
Mdr(s lvJurncl (omrErison h.r doo€ bcfq. tunin! $ wll .s .ftlr ntE tudru dlc p.r:nEt r!.

.al significance. Accuracy is estimated as the rati
ber of correct predictions to the total number of

Validation A((Ur.cy (l) Tr.inin8

lech

7

8.forP tuninS
After nne-urin8
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on True positive. true negative, false positive, and False negative
metrics we are evaluating the accuracy to fnd the performance
of the model.

V.lld.don rccrrr..lE Testing acculecy is otherwise named as
validation accuracy. After training the sediment data, the accuracy
metric is calculated for evaluating the performance of the model
b.sed on this validation.

Tratnltrg locr: Training lossis the indccura(y on th. workin8
out set of sonar data or images

V.lid.tlon loss The validation loss is calculated following the
same epoch's leaming phase.

Epoct: one epoch is defned as when the complete dataset vis-
ited both front and rear through neural network only once. The
amount of epoch is a hyp€r parameter that defines how many
times that the learnilg algorithm can be done through the com-
plete training dataset.

6. Experimental outcomes

The explanation behind fine tuned ofparanreters relocat-
ing VGG-19 deep l€amin8 based
through pre-training VGG-19 model

fine
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Validation Los5{8lue)

tarning Loss(Red)

Training and validation loss
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comprises of plentiful objects. the trained VG6-19 already leamt
edequate parameters for detecting several tltpes of underwater
acoustics objects. By means of fine tuning the VGG-19 scheme,
the object weights are rapidly attuned that is appropriate for SSS

images. In this work why we are not uling shallow CNN since it
is not possibly being utilized to categonze intriote outline that
needs liBle bit deeper model. Hence we are using deep leaming
based network model with 30 epochs.The accuracy with validation
as well as rraiBing iccuracyis estimated using twolayer CNN

model which is depicted in Frg. I2, hence tr.ining loss and valida-
tion loss graph is shown in F,.e. l3 and Tabi. -J (Tabie 2).

6r. Clossirl.otion using simple 2)ayer CNN fiodel

6.2. Pre-trcined VGG-19 model

For evaluation, training improvement of 30 epochs of not-deep
model for pre-tiained VGC-19 model is depided in figure. We
observe that during training phase a non-deep model from scrape
fight back fo[ optinral convergence with ten epochs. By tuning th€
patameters the relocating VGC-19 approach is ability to attain
greater p€rformance. Even though pre-trained the deep leaming
based neural network approach such as VGG-I9. ResNetso on Effi-
cientNet scheme. Subsequently firte turted those VCG-'19, R.sNetso
approaches on actual sonar training dataset know how to attain
better outcomes when compare to other approaches. lfany imbal-
arce happ€ned, then it lerds to wrorlg classificetion. The pre-
tr.ined models training accuracy and validation accuracy is
depicted in FrS. 1,1 and trailing loss vs validation loss is shown
in Frq 14 as well as Tabl. 1,.

63. RerNetso

For evaluation, training improvenrent of30 epochs of not-deep
model for pre-treined ResNetso model is depicted in -Irr:r 4 and
l-,c 15. The validation accuracy and Eainiog accuracy is estimated
by tuninS the hyp€r parameters of side scan solar images to
extraat the feitures also attaining gieater performance in object
recognition as well as classificatiorl

0510t520
Frt 17. Tr.inint loss Vs v.lad.tim loss usinS [fficiGnlN.l modcl.

(20211884.,
l4l D trnsidkr. M. Dlun.lk. P. 8eau,ean. A

25 30

6.4. E[ficientNet

The EmcieotNet model is a fiDe-tuned classifier which is being
utilized for sediment classification using side scan sonar images
taken ftom underwater acoustics sea floor. Both tralning and vali-
dation eccuracy .long with loss rre depict€d in Titlle !. fr&\ i 6 .lnd
I7. Among other pre-trained models. our fine tuned model Sener-
ates better results based olt accuracy measures of tmZ in sedi-
ment classificrtion. Training accuracy is identified easily by the
representation of red colour, validation accuracy represented by
led colour.

7. Conclusions

The main target of this mission is to use side scan sonar images
fiom a sub bottom pronler system to identi[, aod segment sedi-
mentiry objeds such es mines. rocks. clay. and mud that are posi-
tioned a few meters beneath the seabed. This will help with many
underwater domain applications, especially metal mine detection.
Also, we established that some deep learninS b.sed network model
such as VGC-I9. ResNetso model were pre-trained and thcn fine
tuning on CNN based EmcientNet model generates suitable out-

detection along with classification of objccts into mincs, rocks,
clay. mud. graves, ridges and sediments.
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Abstract:

Most of the mincrals and vilsmins can be obtained by humans

with the inrrke offruits. Fruits are \rcry rich in ,ibre and health-

hxr\tinI o\id!nts crn bc pro\idcd bv lhcm. $'ith a dailv routinc

{rl (xrill! fruitr. n hulllxll cdD aroid thc risk ofdirb(tcs, cancer.

hein di\cares. Bul lhcse dr)s lruits arc being adullered for the

ll] economic and technical belefits. Adulterution is a kind of

illegal act of mixing some harmful chernicals into the fruits in

order to increase profits, Esting adultered fruits crn lead to

chronic dis€rses diarrhoea, cancer, lirer disorder, alrd heart

(li\(x.l(r. tdult(ration i!i a scrious thrcst lo the health of humans.

l..rcI thrtlr!.:h tht ,dxltcrrlion of fruits is banncd, rrtl] tradcrs

arc appll ing adulleration in the lhirst of more profits. I( is very

dilficult to idertify rhe frnits which urdergotre ldultcration with

naked eyes. Image processing techniques cao be spplled for

detcclillg ahe adultered fruits. ln this prper, A Coo\Dlution

Neurrl \etrrork (CNN) rvith K-means clustering and Bag of

nor'(l\ l)x\r'(l ((chniqu(. i\ prolxrsrd lo dclcct thr fruits $hich

nn(hrgonr x(hrllcration. .\ccuract ol' 0.9.1 is achicvcd \rith thc

prop{rsed s}ste llr.

CMAK Zeelan Basha
Assistant Professor, Department of CSE, Koneru

Lakshmaiah Education Foundation, Vaddeswaram,
Gunrur, AP, lndia.

Keywords: Adultemtion, Bag of nords (BO\\.), CNN
(Conrolution neural Nehrork), Detection, Diseases, Traders, K-
Means clustering.

t. INTRoDtrcl roN-:

According to the reports, in the entire rvorld there

are 2000 types of tuits are available. Fruits are very

rich in fibre. Fruits are the nnin source of rninerals

and vitamins. Heahh boosting anti oxidants can be

produced by the tuiS, which nrakes a hrman to

fight wittr nnny kinds of diseases. [2] An apple

dafu keeps doctor away which rnakes an hurnan to

be heafthy. But these days, thee fruits are being

adultered. nlmost every food item in the SE ays s

gcuing aduhcrcd. Adulteration [3] ess of
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rli\ins l nnlill. poor quality. substandard fruits to

nukc filits look nrcrc shining and frcsh. Thcre are

few tuit brsiness peopb who are adutering the

fruits in the ttrirst for rmre rmney. The intentbn of

fruits intake is for the nourishrrpnt of heafth which

[..1]is glinctl tlu'ough lhenr Stages invoh,ed in fiuits

noru'ishnrnt are production, then processing and at

last disribution of nourishnpnt. Fruits are renrained

inproved in tenrs of appearance, their texnre, and

hence the concept of adulteration canE into

practice. In the process of food adulteratioq a fruit's

qturliry gets reduced with the additbn of chemicals

to the fruits. Due to the addition of chemicals the

appearance of fruits gets inproved and hence these

fruits can atfiact n]any customers to buy drem and

with this fruits can be sold for a huge annunt. But

thc hct is with the comumption of adulteration

ti'uits can cau-se seriots health issues like carrcer,

heart-related diseases, and nrany diseases. Forrnalin

is the chemicat nnstly used for the adufteration of

fruits and the prevention of dead bodbs tom

dccaving can bc donc with thc sanrc chemical The

abore rcasorrs strongly suggest avoiding the fuit

adultemtion Though the governrrrnts of countries

are trying to restrict the tuit adulteratbn, this is not

tnppening to the firll exent. knage processing

t!-cl.miques can be applied to avoid this and the

proprrseti nxrdcl is shorvn in lig. l.

Eg.! Proposed model

rI. LTTERATURE SURVET

Food adulteration is a serious theat to the heahh of

individuals [5] in any coufy. There are nnny

kinds of adufteratiom are there. Conrnon

aduheration is done in milk, sweets, cofee, Dal

truis, oils. Even the products which are[6] used for

kids are being adultered and this affect a lot the

health of kids and with this the kids gairs

unnecessary weights and also the diseases which

has to be occurs[7] after 40 years of age. Sonrtinrcs

food poisoning problems occurs with aduhered

ftuits. Chemicals used for adulteration are

carcinogenic, Metallic rnaterial lke rrErcury,

Afiifcial [8] rfening of tuits, metanil yelbw,

molasses sugar, aluminum, malachite green, ergot.

Imagc proccssing techniques arc very popular in

health domain and food domains [9].Image processing

techniques need frltering, clustering, and

classifrcation. Many filtering techniques 101 Iikc

mean, median frltering and m3 frlt s are

popular for removing are tued for

IDput fllrit
Iur a ge

SIFT Featule
Ertlacio u

C:Lassilicatiou
usiug C\\

K-\Ieaus
clusteling and
BO\1

I
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noise check Feahrre extraction techniques are much

necded in the work of adulteration of foods.CNN

ellr'.ilier is Ill Lrsctl tbr achicving highcr accuracy.

1il. Methodology

A- Dalasel:

In the proposed model, it is necessary to have a

Llrotl anxltnl ol dataset and the dataset is collected

[r1' u.sing a Sony l(rX zoom digital carnera. Here

2000 sanples of fruits are collected which are a

combination of both nornal fruits and adulteration

fiuiLs. Here fuits lke apple, banana, rnango,

orange. papaya are taken into consideration where

cach kind of tiuit in rvith 200 normal and 200

adulterations. And in the process of the experinrnt

suggestions are taken fiom the fiuit deparhrrnt

regarding how tlB adulteration process goes

B.SI FT feature Extraction:

Scalc'inrariant tiaturc transform (SIFT) is a feah:re

extraction technique where portraying of 28

dinrnsion vector is done at each and [2]every

point. Detectbn of scale-space extrema is detected

in the initial casc. In the fi.nther steps detection of

kcr prrirt hrcalizttion is done which liuther takes to

the ilrrangerrent of extrema points to the key point

descrftor. Working of feature exbaction using

SIFT can be seen in fi92.

lFg.2 Step inrolred in SIFT

C. Feature clustering using K-Meons:

Obtained feature are grouped into the chsten using

K-Means clustering. In K-nrans clustering

EucliCean distance [3] between the centroid and

indivllual pixels is calcuhted and looping of the

same process s done until all the pixels get

clustered.Fig.3 shows the result of clutered pixels

using the k-nreans clustering.

L

SIFT detection area

Scale space extrena detection

Keypoint localization

Orientation assignment

Keypoint descriptor
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E.C lassiJicat io n using C NN :

Convolution newal network is the proposed

classifier used for training and testing purposes.

Here the inrage ltst gets resized ! 51 to optinul

size. The resized innge is given to the Convolution

hyer. Here each inzge is of 32X32X3 of pixel

vahes. Here [16- 18] dinrnsions of the kemel filter

are 5X5X3. Here the [ 9,20] multiplication values

are sumnred up for generating a single number

which can be firther used for sliding the

kemelFig.5 shows the architech.re of ANN.

hput lavcr i

Fig..j K-Mean clustering of SIFT fbatures

D. Bag of Visual ll/ords (BOVI/):

BOVW is a technique *nt b being inplenrnted in

runy areas and is tlre nntivation for applying the

san,... nudcl in thc [ 4] proposcd work. And the

rcsults obrained with this arc quite inprcssive ard

this boosted the accuracy of results. In Bag of visual

words, all the chrsters are considered as a word and

all the words together are corsidered as vocabulary.

And here each vocabulary is given as input for

training purposc.Fig.4 shows the rmdel of BOVW.
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Fig.5 Architccture of ANN

fV. Results and Discussion:

Along with the CNN classifier few nnre classifiers

are also taken into consideration for the work

proposed. Other classifiers are probabilistic neural

network (PNN), Back propagaticrn neural network

(BPNN), RBFNN (Radial Basis fiurcrion Newal

nctwork), Support vector mac (SVM

).Evaluation ol' rvork is done ificity,

widrSensitivity and Accuracy.
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both krr s of li'uit datasct which arc nonrtal and

Adulterated Fruits.
SVM

RBFN N

6PN I]

PN I']

CNN

li Specificity

I Sen$tivrtV

a Afcor(tcy

il.: - ::r

tn
Sueriftcttr'= 

-

' tn+ tp
tD+tn

Atrrn'art' tp+fp+tn+fn
70 80 90 100

'l'ahlc. I slxru's the perfbmrance eraluation of

dilli:rent classifiers. Here in proposed nrodel with

CNN nndel 93 Yo acaracy is achbved aod also the

accuracies of other classifiers are also considered

and with CNN the highest accuracy is achieved.

(\\ I'\N I]PNN RBFNN SVN4

nccuracy 93 ss N] ss s

Scns itivity ti7 li2 8(r 86 8l

Specificity 9l 8i 89 87 86

Table.l Comparis on of results

Flc 6 shows the graphical representation of

pellbrnuncc c!aluat ro n ofdifferent classifiers.

Fig.6 Graphical repre se ntation of pe rformance
evaluation

V. Conclusion:

In a rnission of heahhy Indh, where every

indivitJual should live healthy with less nnnber

disease, this proposed nndel he[s in avoiding the

intake of adulteration fruiB. Proposed rmdel

achieves higher accuracy, which is better at present

when compared to other nndels. Proposed model is

tested for acclnacy by applying other chssification

techniques lke S\M, PNN, RBFNN, and BPNN.

But the highest accuracy is achieved with CNN.

Future work:

This npdel is limited to detection of only

aduheration fiuits. This work can be firther

enhanccd to classification of food iters lke

aduheration sweets, ice and nany nnre. Further

accuracy of present nndel can also be enhanced by

using other algorithns. Proposed

enhanced with large annrurt of d

nto be
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